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About This Game

Turba provides a gameplay experience unlike any you have encountered before. Load in music from your PC and combo blocks
to your favorite tunes in this unique new twist on the “match-3” style game!

The blocks on the game board generate and move to the beat of the song you choose. Clear blocks in time with the beat and
make expert combos to maximize your score while you compete in online leaderboards for any and every song you play.

Key features:

Three modes of play
Seven Special Powers to change up how you play
Online leaderboards for each song you play
Supported file types: Mp3, Music CDs, Flac, Ogg, Wma, Ape, Mpc
Last.fm Scrobbling support
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In-depth stat tracking and unlock system
20 Steam achievements, 50+ Steam stats, Steam leaderboards
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I explored the goddamn airport.. There's a good game bureied in here but it's just too outdated, slow, and cumbersome to play.

The UI is unusual with select and move being the same button.

Units don't complete moves in subsequent turns

Its hard to figure out what your money is doing becuase ( I assume ) money isn't subtracted when you add items to build
queues

The art design pretty but functionly useless because it all just blends in together and you can't distingush or find
anything, especially if it's behind a tree.

Overall, if your looking for a modern playing 4x don't expect much. But on sale at $2-3 you should at least get your moneys
worth.. This game makes me angry. I'm a lesser man for having played it.. The zending broke my heart, Kevan Brighting does
some absolutely phenomenal voice work as the Narrator.
10\/10 thanks for the emotional trauma, definitely gonna try the other endings.. a game you do nothing but press "enter" the
story is weak and confunsing and it has nothing to do in it. i'm trying to understand de "extended" part cause is really a game full
of nothing, i'm glad i bought at sale. hard but you keep playing - just 1 more.... Oh, what a gem of a game! Pure
awesomeness.The gameplay is simple yet engaging, and the idea - while completely bizarre - is completely original and
unprecedented. The graphic style is also very interesting and simple, but nevertheless, it still delivers all the message needed for
a player. It's also very concise and well thought-out.And the OST is one of the best pieces I've heard in an indie game. But
catching blocks sucks.
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Great game for anyone who likes building strategy games, has a lot of potential for the future, modding etc.. this gaem got rid of
meelee basically its a trash gun game rip off dont buy unless its free and they get rid off all guns. While a fun idea its really
annoying trying to play this game with current gen headsets the low resolution makes it pretty darn annoying to see distant cars
before its too late to dodge with the slow turns.. the atmosphere is amazing, so is the sound design!

worth playing for sure!

i personally had some trouble figuring out what to do next sometimes but that's just because i usually never play puzzle games i
guess.

recommended!. Thanks devs, wish I could pay more than a dollar to be honest. not good not bad
. nice game clasic for now
. Worth it for old sting and the Freebirds. If you are an old school wrestling fan who grew up on 90s and 80s pro wrestling you
will love this. If you're a younger fan and just watch new stuff it may not be for you.. I had a lot of fun playing this game.
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